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New An all electric flight motion system from ACUTRONIC USA

ACUTRONIC is pleased to announce the 

delivery of our newest flight motion sys-

tem, the S-595R-5E, an improved version 

of our S-593R-5E. This system was de-

livered on time and features a number of 

 enhancements to our existing five-axis 

flight table. Of particular interest is the 

 enhanced target axis performance, with 

more than twice the rate and acceleration 

while hosting twice the payload of the 

All electric five-axis  
Flight  Motion Simulator and  
Target Motion Simulator
Paul Miller, Manager of Project Management, ACUTRONIC USA

ACUTRONIC is pleased to announce the delivery of our 
newest flight motion system, the S-595R-5E. 

Editorial

Dear Reader 

In an earlier newsletter I covered the 

topic of reduced costs and delivery 

times, and at that time I announced 

that there would be some news in this 

area in 2009. It is therefore my excep-

tional pleasure to refer you to the article 

on page 4, where the most cost-effec-

tive ACUTRONIC products are intro-

duced with the simex™ONE label.

Our industry has been experiencing  

an interesting change for some time: 

inertial guidance motion simulators 

that were originally seen as capital 

goods are increasingly becoming  

a “commodity.” As our customers’ 

 requirements change, ACUTRONIC 

changes also.

Thomas W. Jung

Group CEO ACUTRONIC

Continued on page 02

S-593R-5E. Trade- offs for Optimal Design 

of a HWIL Test System.

Trade-offs for Optimal Design  

of a HWIL Test System

The S-595R-5E is the largest five-axis 

electric flight table ACUTRONIC has deliv-

ered to the US marketplace. While the 
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 project team did an outstanding job, deliv-

ering on time and meeting or exceeding  

all specifications, this is not a story about 

ACUTRONIC. It is a story about a collabor-

ative development team, spanning multiple 

companies, each responsible for one ele-

ment of the hardware in the loop (HWIL) 

system. Under the leadership and guid-

ance of a knowledgeable customer, the 

companies participating on this develop-

ment team worked together to design and 

deliver a state of the art flight motion sys-

tem to our shared customer. 

As flight item applications become 

more sophisticated, the test systems nec-

essary to evaluate these applications must 

become more capable. High performance 

target systems with enhanced functionality 

and connectivity require both a veteran 

HWIL design team and skilled develop-

ment partners with backgrounds in the tar-

get simulation environment required for the 

specific flight unit. 

Each partner on the team has a 

role to play, a specification to meet, and a 

contract to fulfill. Due to the complexity of 

aerospace programs, these specifications 

are not shared with each partner and 

sometimes, after thorough analysis, can be 

recognized as conflicting with each other. 

This is where it pays to have a knowledge-

able and cooperative set of partners prac-

ticed in their areas of responsibility. With 

years of experience, team members can 

collaborate with the confidence that they 

will achieve the customer’s ultimate goal. 

From a project perspective, pro-

gram risks reside in the system and organi-

zational interfaces. An experienced cus-

tomer, who defines team roles and, when 

necessary, coordinates complex issues be-

tween partners, can get the most out of 

each team member. This can only happen 

if the team members are willing to negoti-

ate on design solutions that satisfy the 

needs of the customer and each partner. 

Just as flight items are improving 

in funct ional i ty and performance, 

ACUTRONIC is improving as an organiza-

tion. Over the previous two years, initiatives 

have been undertaken to increase the 

 capacity and capability of the business. 

 Investments in mechanical and control 

 system analysis and design, project man-

agement, and operations outsourcing are 

but a few of the improvements which con-

tributed to the success of the S-595R-5E.

The benefit of these initiatives can 

be seen in the results of the final integra-

tion and acceptance testing. This activity 

poses great risk to a program; one over-

looked detail can be the difference be-

tween success and failure. For the 

S-595R-5E, this activity was a tremendous 

success, with integration completing in 

eight days. This is a tribute to the engineer-

ing and operations team that designed, 

built and integrated the system. With ac-

ceptance testing as well, the system met or 

exceeded all specifications. For customers 

concerned about the risk of late delivery of 

complex HWIL systems, you can appreci-

ate the  value of such an outcome. If you 

are looking for delivery of a complex flight 

motion system on a tight time schedule, 

the experience at ACUTRONIC will mini-

mize the risk to your program. ]

S-595R-5E

 Flight Item   Target Item

 Inner Middle Outer Inner Outer

Rotation Range Continuous Continuous Continuous Continuous ± 80 deg

Rate Range ± 800 deg/0sec ± 300 deg/sec ± 300 deg/sec ± 250 deg/sec ± 250 deg/sec

Acceleration (with load) 8,000 deg/sec² 4,000 deg/sec² 4,000 deg/sec² 500 deg/sec² 500 deg/sec²

Bandwidth 40 Hz 30 Hz 30 Hz 14 Hz 7 Hz

Position Accuracy 2 arc sec 2 arc sec 2 arc sec 2 arc sec 2 arc sec

Payload 250 lb, 21” diameter x 25” deep cylinder  400 lb, 34” x 50” x 30”

S-595R-5E five-axis system




